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Introduction

Hong Kong's � lm industry has a glorious page in our city’s history, as it made 
signi� cant contributions, both directly and indirectly, to Hong Kong’s economy. 
Nowadays, despite the decline in production volume, Hong Kong professionals 
continue to work tirelessly in � lm production. In line with the rapid development of 
the Mainland’s � lm industry, leading foreign � lm companies have been targeting 
the Mainland and Hong Kong markets, presenting unique opportunities to the 
Hong Kong � lm industry. Chance favours only the prepared mind. Therefore, we 
have put forward policy recommendations in the three areas of � lm � nancing, 
� lm production, as well as � lm distribution and promotion, with the goal of 
realising the full potential of the Hong Kong � lm industry. Hong Kong’s becoming 
an "International Film Hub" will not just be a pipe dream, if appropriate policy 
measures are put in place.
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Making a signifi cant injection into the Film Development Fund to help revitalise 
the Hong Kong fi lm industry

Simplifying application procedures for fi lm production-related schemes and 
considering supporting the production of Internet fi lms

Increasing the subsidy amount and improving the cohesion of fi lm production-

related schemes and establishing a more targeted and phased funding system

Film Financing

(a)

(b)

(c)

Summary of recommendations

Making signi� cant injection into and optimising the Film Development Fund

Diversifying � lm � nancing channels to create a more entrepreneurial and 
institutionalised � lm industry

Optimising policies and enriching fi lm fi nancial products, so as to attract more 
leading enterprises from around the world to settle and develop their fi lm 
businesses in Hong Kong, thereby providing employment opportunities for Hong 
Kong fi lmmakers

Recommendation 1.

Recommendation 2.
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Cultivating students' interest in fi lm art from an early age and holding a series of inter-secondary schools micro-movie 
competitions

Providing more fi lm internships, such as the fi lm-related internships in the existing "Funding Scheme for Youth Internship in 
the Mainland" under the management of the Commission on Youth

Encouraging holding action choreography training courses regularly and increasing related tuition subsidies

Film Production

Optimising local studios and utilising � lm production elements in the Greater Bay Area

Strengthening education and nurturing talents in the � lm industry

Providing post-production equipment subsidies

Exploring the possibility of developing the new Shaw Studios into a post-production base for Hong Kong and assisting in 
the optimisation of other local studio facilities

Capitalising on the advantages brought by the “One Country Two Systems” policy and taking full advantage of the 
development opportunities presented by the "Guangdong-Hong Kong-Macao Greater Bay Area Initiative", by utilising fi lm 
production elements in the Greater Bay Area to jointly establish a large-scale "South China Film Production Centre"

Subsidising fi lm post-production equipment or providing low-cost rental equipment to relevant studios

Recommendation 3.

Recommendation 5.

Recommendation 4.

(a)

(a)

(b)

(b)

(c)
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(c)

(d)

Film Distribution and Promotion

Establishing the "Hong Kong Brand"

Serving as a consultant for foreign � lms entering the Mainland market

Striving to relax the requirements for Mainland-Hong Kong co-productions

Extending the exhibition duration of FILMART, simultaneously holding a series of large-scale fi lm-related 
events (such as the Hong Kong Film Awards presentation ceremony), and including more professional fi lm 
fi nancing services

Exploring the technical feasibility of building a fi lm museum to attract overseas visitors and enhance Hong 
Kong's cultural soft power

Further supporting the establishment of Hong Kong fi lm promotion areas and booths at overseas fi lm festivals 
and trade fairs with funding and human resources

Studying the feasibility of setting up an incentive scheme for location fi lming in Hong Kong to subsidise and 
attract overseas production companies to fi lm in Hong Kong

Striving for the same preferential policies that Taiwan currently enjoys and for relaxing the requirements for 
Mainland-Hong Kong co-production fi lms

Hong Kong fi lm professionals should provide consultancy and facilitation services for foreign fi lms entering the 
Mainland market

Recommendation 6.

Recommendation 8.

Recommendation 7.

(a)

(b)
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Hong Kong fi lms1 were popular across Asia and much of the globe from the ‘70s to the early ‘90s, reaching 
an all-time local box offi ce record of some HKD 1.2 billion in 1992, and accounting for nearly 80% of the 
local total box offi ce take. However, the local box offi ce has since dropped signifi cantly to about HKD 250 
million in 2017 (Figure 1).

In 1992, the top 10 fi lms in the city were all Hong Kong fi lms. However, Hollywood productions have since 
displaced their local rivals – the top 10 fi lms in the city in 2017 being Hollywood fi lms – with non-Hong 
Kong fi lms accounting for 86% of the city’s total box offi ce take in 2017.

1    Unless otherwise specifi ed, "Hong Kong fi lms" include Hong Kong-produced fi lms and Mainland-Hong Kong co-productions in this report.
7



Film production volumes have likewise also dipped to low numbers. Hong Kong’s fi lm industry released 
upwards of 200 productions per year in the early ‘90s, but has slipped to some 50 fi lms a year in recent 
years (Figure 2). Indeed, the fi lm industry currently accounts for under 0.1% of Hong Kong’s GDP.
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Despite the current state of Hong Kong’s fi lm industry, Hong Kong’s fi lm professionals remain active 
in fi lmmaking. For example, a good number of Hong Kong fi lmmakers are focusing on the Mainland 
market via the Mainland-Hong Kong co-production model. One advantage co-produced fi lms have 
over Hong Kong-produced fi lms is that co-produced fi lms are more readily approved, as the scripts 
would be pre-reviewed before production begins, whereas Hong Kong-produced fi lms would only go 
through fi nal vetting after production is complete, thus opening themselves to further revisions that 
may compromise the fi lms’ content integrity. Another advantage is a better revenue-sharing model, 
where the producing party in a co-production will be given around 40% of the after-tax income, 
against the 25% share Hong Kong-produced fi lms would normally receive (Figure 3).

2    At least 1/3 of the leading artists should be from the Mainland. The storyline or the main characters should be related to the Mainland.
3    At least 50% of the copyright of the fi lm concerned should be owned by a Hong Kong production company. Hong Kong residents should
     comprise more than 50% of the total principal personnel.
4    Exclusive right owned by China Film Group and Huaxia Film Distribution. 9



Although only a small city, Hong Kong punches way above her weight in the Mainland Chinese fi lm 
market, with Hong Kong fi lms taking about 20% of the total Mainland Chinese box offi ce revenue. 
Four out of the top 10 all-time highest grossing fi lms in China are also Hong Kong productions, 
surpassing even those produced by Hollywood (Table 1).
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Hong Kong Directors
As of 2016, among the top 300 all-time highest grossing fi lms (including imported fi lms) in the 
Mainland, 61 were works by 45 different Hong Kong directors. The director with the highest total 
revenue earned was Stephen Chow. His three fi lms in the top 300 generated a total box offi ce 
revenue of RMB 4.8 billion.

Hong Kong Action Choreography
Action choreography is Hong Kong's specialty. Yuen Woo-ping and the Yuen stunt team were hired 
by Hollywood producers to be the action choreographers for fi lms such as The Matrix franchise and 
Kill Bill. Recently, Jack Wong from Hong Kong served as the action choreographer for Wolf Warriors 2, 
which topped the Mainland box offi ce earning a RMB 5.7 billion in revenue.
 
Other talents from Hong Kong include actors, screenwriters, art directors, and special effects make-
up artists. Film companies in Hong Kong enjoy high levels of convenience and security, afforded 
by the “One Country Two Systems” policy as well as Hong Kong’s competitive edge in fi nance and 
its legal system. Updating our intellectual property laws and other related regulations can help 
Hong Kong further consolidate its strengths and stay relevant.
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In 2017, the Hong Kong domestic market contributed 
only about 3% to the global box offi ce revenue of Hong 
Kong fi lms. In contrast, about 96% of the global box offi ce 
revenue came from the Mainland market (Figure 4). This 
highlights the importance of the Mainland market to the 
Hong Kong fi lm industry.

In recent years, rapid growth in the Mainland market has 
marked a turning point for Hong Kong fi lms. Mainland 
China's annual box offi ce revenue increased by US$5.2 
billion, equivalent to a two-fold increase, between 2012 
and 2017 (Figure 5), and contributed to almost 90% of the 
revenue growth of the global box offi ce, making it the main 
engine of growth for the world’s box offi ce revenue.
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Many international fi lm companies such as STX Entertainment, Warner Bros., Universal Pictures, etc., have expanded their 
business and have fi lmed in the Mainland and in Hong Kong (Table 2). These leading overseas corporations can bring capital 
as well as professional production and management experience to Hong Kong. They could also help increase Hong Kong’s fi lm 
production volume.
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In addition, the Internet fi lm industry in the Mainland has also grown rapidly (Figure 6). A research report by EntGroup in 
2015 shows that 60% of Internet fi lms in the Mainland were profi table, which is signifi cantly higher than that of traditional 
cinema fi lms, which stands at only 10%. It is also expected that the Mainland market for Internet fi lms will reach 
RMB 40.2 billion, close to the scale of cinema fi lms. Half of all Chinese Internet fi lms cost less than RMB 800,000, and 
the vetting requirements are looser than those for traditional cinema fi lms, thus providing Hong Kong fi lmmakers with 
an alternative.

Some Internet fi lms produced by Hong Kong fi lmmakers have been successful in the Mainland. For example, Fight in 
Causeway Bay 3, produced by Hong Kong directors, has received tens of millions of hits within the fi rst three days of its 
launch, becoming the most viewed movie on iQiyi at that time.

In view of the importance of 
the Mainland market to Hong 
Kong fi lms and Hong Kong’s 
long-standing advantages in 
fi lm production, the rapid 
development of the Mainland 
market will inevitably provide 
a turning point for the 
Hong Kong fi lm industry if 
appropriate changes in policy 
are implemented.

The following are policy 
recommendations in three 
major areas, namely fi lm 
fi nancing, fi lm production, and 
fi lm distribution and promotion.
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Since 2005, the government has injected a total of HKD 540 million into the Film Development Fund. As of 
June 2018, some HKD 440 million has been disbursed in fi lm production and other fi lm-related projects. The 
remaining amount should be available for use until approximately 2019 to 2020 (Figure 7).

Recommendation 1.
Making significant injection into and optimising the Film Development FundP
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We recommend making a significant injection into the Film Development 
Fund to help revitalise the Hong Kong film industry.

(a)

Film
Financing
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We recommend simplifying the current application procedures 
for film production-related schemes. For example, successful 
applicants should not be required to open a new company and 
bank account when signing the contract. We also recommend 
considering supporting the production of Internet films, so that 
Hong Kong can keep up with the trend of Internet films.

(b)

The Film Development Fund's “First Feature Film Initiative”, “Film Production Grant 
Scheme” and “Scheme for Financing Film Production” face four major problems:

The application procedures are complicated. For example, successful applicants are 
required to establish a new company and a new bank account.

There is no funding for Internet fi lms.

The production budget cap is rigid and the amount of funding is limited, thus leading to a 
dearth in diversity of fi lm genres.

The lack of cohesiveness between the three schemes has failed to provide sustainable 
support for young fi lmmakers.

1.

3.

2.

4.

Film
Financing
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Film
Financing
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We recommend increasing the subsidy amount and improving the cohesion 
of the above-mentioned programmes and establishing a more targeted and 
phased funding system.

(c)

The goal is to provide a series of funds for young fi lmmakers, starting from their fi rst production, so that they 
can be continuously involved in fi lm production. The degree of government participation would be gradually 
reduced by stages, ultimately allowing them to wean themselves completely from government funding and 
become fi nancially independent.

Film
Financing
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Recommendation 2.
Diversifying film financing channels to create a more entrepreneurial and 
institutionalised film industry

Suffi cient funding, as well as excellent management and operational strategies, is the foundation of fi lm 
production. The diverse and professional fi lm fi nancing models in the U.S. are a good model for Hong 
Kong to learn from.

Film
Financing

5    A fi nancing arrangement in which an investment group provides capital to invest in a slate of fi lms produced within a defi ned period of
     time by a fi lm company. 19



Film
Financing
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We recommend that the Government optimise its policies and 
consider the diversity of U.S. film financing channels as a model 
for enriching film financing products, so as to attract more leading 
film companies to settle in Hong Kong, and entice them to not only 
use Hong Kong for listing, but also develop their film businesses in 
Hong Kong. Their activities in Hong Kong can provide employment 
opportunities for the local film industry, thus giving cosmopolitan 
Hong Kong filmmakers the chance to fulfill their potential.

Film
Financing
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We recommend utilising the excellent post-production facilities of the new 
Shaw Studios, actively exploring the possibility of its development as a post-
production base for Hong Kong, as well as assisting in the optimisation of 
other local studio facilities to fully utilise limited production spaces.

(a)

Film
Production

Recommendation 3.
Optimising local studios and utilising film production elements in the Greater Bay 
Area

The new Shaw Studios6 is not suitable for large-scale productions due to its proximity to residential 
areas. On the other hand, other studios are either relatively small or old.

6    The old Shaw Studios covered an area of   approximately 186,000 square metres and was closed in 2003. It is now owned by Fosun
     International. The historic buildings therein will be conserved, while the remaining area will be rezoned for residential and commercial
     use and no longer used for fi lm production.22



We recommend capitalising on the advantages brought by the 
“One Country Two Systems” policy and taking full advantage of the 
development opportunities presented by the "Guangdong-Hong Kong-
Macao Greater Bay Area Initiative", by utilising film production elements 
in the Greater Bay Area, such as studio facilities, etc., to produce higher 
calibre Hong Kong films, and ultimately to jointly establish a large-scale 
"South China Film Production Centre".

(b)

Film
ProductionThe Greater Bay Area has a number of studios larger than those in Hong Kong.
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7    According to “State of the Internet" published in Q3 of 2016 by Akamai Technologies, one of the world's largest Internet content
      distribution network service providers, Hong Kong's average Internet connection speed is ranked second highest in the world.

Computer graphics (CG) post-production is an important component of a successful fi lm; its 
usage is also an increasingly common trend in fi lm production across the world.

Hong Kong also has considerable potential in the fi eld of post-production for fi lms:

Hong Kong already has a number of outstanding post-production companies, such as 
Digital Domain, Centro Digital, and VFXNova Digital.

Hong Kong has open and unrestricted access to the Internet, and one of the highest 
network connection speeds in the world7 , ensuring that the post-production process will 
be smooth and timely. Besides, Hong Kong post-production companies are able to keep 
abreast of global cultural and technological trends.

1.

2.

Recommendation 4.
Providing post-production equipment subsidies

We recommend subsidising film post-production equipment, or 
providing low-cost rental equipment to CG studios.

Film
Production

24



8    GUSFF is formerly known as the Global Chinese Universities Student Film and Television Festival (GCU), which
      was initiated by the Academy of Film, School of Communication of Hong Kong Baptist University in 2002.

We recommend providing more film internships, such as the film-related 
internships in the existing "Funding Scheme for Youth Internship in the 
Mainland" under the management of the Commission on Youth. The 
provision of more film-related opportunities will enable young people to 
gain a deeper understanding of the film industry.

Although there are many local universities and post-secondary colleges offering fi lm–related courses, there 
is an acute shortage of fresh blood in action choreography even though it is considered Hong Kong’s forte.

The "Film Professional Training Programme" provides occasional action choreography and stunt 
training, but after deducting the subsidy from the Film Development Fund, the tuition fee is still as high 
as HKD 25,000.

Hong Kong Baptist University organises the Global University Students Film Festival (GUSFF)8 annually to 
encourage and recognise university student fi lmmakers and facilitate the exchange of culture and creativity 
on an international level.

(a)

(b)

Recommendation 5.
Strengthening education and nurturing talents in the film industry

We recommend cultivating students' interest in film art from an early age 
and holding a series of inter-secondary schools micro-movie competitions.

We recommend encouraging action choreography training courses to be 
held regularly, and increasing related tuition subsidies in order to encourage 
young people to enter the field and reconsolidate Hong Kong’s expertise in 
the field.

(c)

Film
Production

25



Recommendation 6.
Establishing the "Hong Kong Brand"

Film Distribution
and Promotion

26



FILMART is the premier trading platform for Asian fi lms, carrying equal weight 
with the fi lm market in Marché du Film (Cannes) and the American Film Festival 
(U.S.) in Santa Monica.

Although the Hong Kong Film Archive currently provides a wealth of fi lm-related 
information to the public, Hong Kong still lacks a proper fi lm museum. Many 
precious collections of Hong Kong fi lm-related artefacts are not exhibited in fi xed 
venues. This is not conducive to promoting Hong Kong’s fi lm culture.

We recommend extending the exhibition 
duration of FILMART, simultaneously holding a 
series of large-scale film-related events (such 
as the Hong Kong Film Awards presentation 
ceremony), in order to bring together celebrities to 
enhance the international visibility of the "Hong 
Kong Brand". We also recommend including 
more professional film financing services for 
FILMART, such as completion guarantees, in order 
to create a one-stop movie trading platform. 

We recommend exploring the technical 
feasibility of building a film museum to attract 
overseas visitors. The proposed film museum 
can also help promote Hong Kong's film culture 
and brand, and enhance Hong Kong's cultural 
soft power.

(a)

(b)

Film Distribution
and Promotion
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The Hong Kong Trade Development Council has been supporting the setting up of booths in the 
Hong Kong Pavilion at overseas fi lm markets. However, the Film Development Fund has ceased 
providing subsidies for the booths since 2014 for Hong Kong fi lm companies to promote their 
fi lms overseas.

We recommend further supporting the establishment of Hong Kong 
film promotion areas and booths at overseas film festivals and 
trade fairs with funding and human resources, as well as proactively 
engaging industry stakeholders on how to best assist Hong Kong
film companies in promoting Hong Kong films on different 
platforms, especially in the Mainland and other Asian markets.

(c)

Film Distribution
and Promotion
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We recommend considering the cases of South Korea and 
Foshan to study the feasibility of setting up an incentive scheme 
for location filming in Hong Kong. The criteria should be set with 
consideration of the duration of shooting, job opportunities 
provided to the local industry, promotion of Hong Kong tourism, 
etc. In addition to promoting Hong Kong tourism, it can also provide 
more employment opportunities for Hong Kong filmmakers while 
exposing the local industry to foreign film production methods 
and expertise.

(d)

Film Distribution
and Promotion
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Recommendation 7.
Striving to relax the requirements for Mainland-Hong Kong co-productions

Recommendation 8.
Serving as a consultant for foreign films entering the Mainland market

On 28 February 2018, the Taiwan Affairs Offi ce of the State Council issued a document composed 
of 31 measures to promote cross-Straits economic and cultural exchanges and cooperation, and 
considerably relaxed the regulations regarding the proportion of princial personnel, fi lm elements from 
the Mainland, and investment ratio in co-produced fi lms.

Due to cultural proximity, geographical advantage and years of accumulated experience, Hong Kong 
fi lm professionals are more familiar with the fi lming taboos and vetting standards in the Mainland.

We recommend that the Hong Kong Government strive for the same 
preferential policies that Taiwan currently enjoys and for relaxing the 
requirements for the Mainland-Hong Kong co-production films.

Hong Kong film professionals should provide consultancy and facilitation 
services to foreign films entering the Mainland market, and promote 
exchanges between Chinese and Western film culture.

Film Distribution
and Promotion
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